Likewise, data collection is conducted as a cryo-EM experiment on a modern electron microscope, albeit in diffraction mode, a protocol accessible to versed microscopists. Electrondiffraction patterns are collected as images or movies during unidirectional rotation of crystals and converted by standalone software into diffraction micrographs analogous to the oscillation photographs collected by X-ray crystallographers (Fig. 1) . Two crystallography software packages are now capable of natively processing micrographs from MicroED experiments: MOSFLM (Leslie & Powell, 2007) and XDS (Kabsch, 2010) ; a third has been demonstrated but is not currently accessible (Yonekura et al., 2015) . The reduced data can then progress through standard crystallography workflows for molecular replacement, model building and refinement (Adams et al., 2010; Murshudov et al., 2011) .
Challenges remain for MicroED. Opportunities for improvement of the method begin with innovations to highthroughput screening of potential crystals. Currently, screening relies on visual inspection followed by observation using an electron microscope. To maximize the likelihood that crystals diffract, optimization and standardization of handling protocols for crystals in various mother liquors is required. This preserves the character of a crystal against plunge freezing on a solid support followed by exposure to vacuum. At large tilt angles, greater than 70 , the grid can obstruct the beam and prevent a small cone of data from being collected. Merging data from multiple crystals can obviate this effect and complete data sets are acquired provided that the crystals do not strictly adopt a preferred orientation on the grid. As with conventional X-ray crystallography, radiation damage ultimately limits data collection, despite cryogenic preservation and the very low electron dose required for MicroED. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, phasing stands as an important milestone for MicroED. New structures could be generated using MicroED by molecular replacement (Rossmann & Blow, 1962) . However, the widespread implementation of MicroED may require a new phasing solution for electron diffraction. Although unproven for electrons, adoption of phasing techniques developed for X-ray crystallography such as isomorphous replacement (Perutz, 1956 ) may be possible (Burmester & Schrö der, 1997 ).
MicroED follows in the wake of other successful innovations to crystallography. By enlisting the use of more affordable and accessible instruments, Hattne et al. invite the microscopist and crystallographer alike to solve atomic structures from protein nanocrystals using MicroED.
